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Quiet Valve Noise Reduction QPL-20
Suitable for washing machines & dishwashers



Installation Instructions
STEP 1:  Turn off the washing machine tap and unscrew the 
hose if connected.

STEP 2:  Screw the Quiet Valve onto the end of the tap where 
you removed the hose using the sealing washer provided. 
NOTE : No thread seal tape is required.

STEP 3:  Re - fit the washing machine hose to the Quiet Valve 
and ensure that the strainer and seal are centrally aligned 
inside the attaching washing machine nut to prevent any 
obstruction to the flow.

NOTE: As the Quiet Valve is a pressure and flow restricting 
device, the cycle times for washing may increase. If the device 
being protected has both hot and cold inlets connected, 
then a Quiet Valve may be required on both hot and cold 
connections.
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QPL-20
The Quiet Valve is designed to reduce the 
noise caused by high velocity water and water 
hammer. This is achieved by reducing the 
outlet pressure through the Quiet Valve to an 
acceptable level. 

The use of the Quiet Valve also reduces the risk 
of burst hoses.

DISCLAIMER: Every care has been taken in the preparation of these instructions, which have been issued as a guide only. Compliance with 
the requirements of local Authorities is required at all times. These requirements may change from time to time. Always be aware of the local 
requirements. Subject to any statutory obligations and manufacturers warranties no liability can be accepted for any losses, consequential 
or otherwise which may arise or be said to have arisen from relying upon the contents of this installation instruction as to the fitness of any 
particular product for any particular purpose, use or application. The Australian Valve Group Pty Ltd reserves the right to modify designs and 
specifications and to withdraw and introduce products at any time without notice.

Specifications
Maximum inlet pressure:  1400 kPa

Maximum temperature:  65ºC

Outlet pressure:  400kPa at 700 kPa inlet

Flow rate:  20 litres/min at 700 kPa inlet

Top connection:  20mm ( ¾” ) BSP female

Outlet connection:  20mm ( ¾” ) BSP male
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